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OPINION AND ORDER

Respondents appeal the decision of an

Administrative Law Judge filed on November 5, 2012, finding

that the claimant proved by a preponderance of the evidence

that he sustained gradual onset, bilateral trigger finger

injuries as the result of his work activities for the

respondent-employer, for which respondents were responsible

for medical treatment rendered at the Veteran’s

Administration Center for treatment associated with the

claimant’s condition.  Our carefully conducted de novo

review of this claim in its entirety reveals that the
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claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that he sustained gradual onset, bilateral trigger

finger injuries as a result of his work-related activities

for the respondent employer.  Therefore, we find that the

decision of the Administrative Law Judge must be reversed. 

The claimant was 58 years old at the time of the

August 31, 2012, hearing.  The claimant, a veteran of the

United States Air Force, commenced his employment with the

respondent-employer on August 17, 1995.  The claimant had

served over fifteen years in the Air Force prior to his

discharge, during which time he denied having problems with

his fingers or thumbs.   

At the time of his alleged injury, the claimant

stated that he had been employed by the respondent-employer

as a machine specialist since May of 2005.  The claimant

described his work activities as a machine specialist as

follows:

We were mostly hammering using
a hand bender, which has a
steel handle and a cutter
which has a steel handle. ...
The mechanics of the job will
require straightening the
metal to the point of that it
matches - - it’s a - - well,
what we call the picture or
the drawing. ... After that is
completed, we’ll set the
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hammer down, and then, we will
go into a complete hammering
mode, which we’ll - - if it’s
a imprint, we’re going to have
to stop then and pull
everything. It’s a continuous
hammer. It’s hammer, hammer,
hammer. Eight hours a day that
hammer’s going to be used most
of the time.

The claimant, who stated that he is left-handed,

further stated that the hand bender and cutter that he used

in his job were crafted for right-hand use only.  

The claimant alleges that his symptoms first

manifested in his right hand in 2008.  The claimant stated

that he failed to report the onset of his symptoms because,

“When it started, it wasn’t interfering at all.”  

The claimant testified that he was initially

treated for his symptoms by a physical therapist, Connie

Wilson.  The claimant indicated that this treatment

continued until 2009.  On or about January 9, 2009, the

claimant informed the company nurse, Ms. Boyette, about his

hand problems.  According to the claimant, Ms. Boyette

assisted him in filling out an accident report. 

Thereafter, the claimant was seen by Memphis

orthopaedic surgeon, Dr. Christian Fahey.  A medical report

from Dr. Fahey dated May 14, 2010, states as follows:
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This is a 55 year old male
left hand dominant, works as a
dye (sic) maker. Notes that he
has multiple areas of
pathology but is here
primarily to talk to me about
his fingers and hands. He has
bilateral hand numbness and
tingling, worse in the thumb,
index, long finger. He also
[has] triggers fingers on both
hands at least two on each
hand. Furthermore, he also has
trigeminal neuralgia. He is a
former member of the United
States Armed Forces. When he
retired, they “gave me a
partial settlement because of
an abnormality on a nerve
test” although he says he has
no actual carpal tunnel
syndrome. Never complained of
anything. He says that he had
no symptoms until June of
2009. He has been working for
American Greetings for a total
of 15 years, starting shortly
after he retired from the
military. He says symptoms
probably begin (sic) in about
September 2008 insidiously and
did not think much of it until
June of 2009. Does not recall
any distinct injuries. Does
have diabetes. Does not
control his diabetes at all.
He kind of looks at me cross-
eyed when I ask him what his
sugar last was, when did he
last check it, what his A1C
is, any kind of question like
that he does not know the
answer. He says he goes to the
VA and they “do not give him
very good care.” He says he
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has numbness and tingling in
both hands. It wakes him up at
night. He is triggering
particularly in his left thumb
and middle finger. Does not
have thyroid disease. Has
“some kind of arthritis”. He
has not had a nerve test since
1997. He has done some therapy
at the plant. He has had no
other treatment.

Upon physical examination of the clamant, Dr.

Fahey reported that he was “triggering” on the four

previously mentioned digits, with positive carpal tunnel

signs.  Dr. Fahey assessed the claimant with 1) poorly

controlled diabetes, and 2) bilateral carpal tunnel

syndrome, bilateral thumb and middle triggering fingers, and

left de Quervain’s tenosynovitis.  In conclusion of his

report, Dr. Fahey stated:

It is my opinion that these
are not work related
conditions. I think these are
conditions ... caused by his
diabetes. My rationale: 1) We
know he had normal nerve test
prior to his initiation of his
employment with American
Greeting. 2) He has had
multiple problems onset
simultaneous that is not
consistent with work related
exposure rather it is
consistent with underlying
metabolic condition, such as
diabetes. Furthermore,
3)Diabetes is the number 1
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cause of these conditions.

I spent at least 20 minutes
trying to explain this to him.
He became quite upset with me.
Simple matter of the fact is,
I do not think that these are
work related conditions. I
think he should get his sugars
well controlled and I think he
will improve although he can
never go back in time. 

If he can get medical records
together and show me that he
has had decent control of his
sugar during this time frame,
I may change my mind but I bet
that is going to be impossible
for him to do. In the interim,
I am going to help with his
symptoms by giving him
bilateral thumb spica braces. 

Dr. Fahey released the clamant on that date to

return to work at full, unrestricted duty. 

On April 12, 2011, Dr. Fahey drafted a note chart

as follows:

The case manager was nice
enough to drop off a pile of
records ... . In thumbing
through it I can find a series
of labs. I find several
episodes where his blood
glucose is high. Most
importantly I have a list of
hemoglobin A1's. The lab
results printout is dates
February 25, 2011, from the
VA. Multiple labs; most
importantly there is a list of
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hemoglobin A1's which span
from January 31, 2007 to
October 29, 2010. In every
instance, his hemoglobin A1 C
is elevated. Most recently
(6/4/10) he had a 7.8 (normal
Z6.4). On 10/29/10 he had
hemoglobin A1 C 6.8.

Based upon his review of these medical records,

Dr. Fahey concluded his clinic report as follows:

These results confirm my
opinion that he is a poorly
controlled diabetic (whether
insulin controlled or
noninsulin controlled is
entirely moot). Because of his
poorly controlled diabetes,
and in light of the multiple
areas of tenosynovitis, it
continues to be my impression
that these are not work
related condition, rather
these are associated with his
diabetes and therefore that
Workman’s Compensation should
not be asked to cover these,
especially in the State of
Arkansas. Arkansas law
requires more than 50%
likelihood for a condition to
be covered, which is not the
case for Mr. Branum (in my
professional medical
profession (sic)).

With specific regard to the medical treatment that

the claimant received from the Veteran’s Administration, the

record, to include Consult Requests, Problem Lists reports,

Medications reports, and Lab Results reports, verifies that
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the claimant was treated primarily for chronic trigenimal

neuralgia, high blood pressure, and diabetes-related

problems.  For example, a Consult Requests report from the

VA dated November 20, 2009, reflects that the claimant

underwent teleretinal imaging for diabetic retinopathy. 

Those records indicate that the claimant had been diagnosed

with diabetes less than a year prior.  Likewise, a Problem

Lists report from on or around March 31, 2009, reflects that

the claimant was assessed with Type II diabetes at or near

that time.  Medications records show that on November 20,

2009, the claimant was prescribed 10 mg Glipizide, ½ tablet

daily.  The claimant’s prescription for this medication was

increased to one 10 mg tablet twice daily on June 4, 2010. 

A similar record from May 19, 2009, reflects that the

claimant was evaluated following a transient ischemic attack

by Dr. Mohammad Haykal.  In addition, the claimant was

prescribed Pregabalin on July 2, 2010, for neuropathic pain. 

Further, these documents reflect that on May 17, 2010, the

claimant was given an Accu-Chek Aviva Glucose Meter with

device in order to check his sugar levels.  In the meantime,

the record indicates that the claimant’s chronic trigenimal

neuralgia was being routinely monitored with various

medications being prescribed. 
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The record reflects that on August 12, 2010, the

claimant was assessed by Memphis neurosurgeon, Dr. Jeffrey

Sorenson.  According to Dr. Sorenson’s clinic report, the

claimant was referred by Dr. Levin for an evaluation of his

intractable trigenimal neuralgia.  On September 27, 2010,

the claimant underwent gamma knife stereotactic radiosurgery

in association with this condition.  We note that the

claimant does not claim this condition is work-related in

that it is clearly pre-existing.  

In a letter to the claimant dated August 7, 2012,

from Deputy Chief of Staff for the Department of Veterans

Affairs, Dr. Kathryn Ryder, stated as follows:

I have reviewed your medical
records at the Veterans
Affairs Medical Center (VAMC)
Memphis dated on November 5,
1999 (Medicine Clinic by Jane
Windham, Nurse Practitioner),
November 5, 1999 (Neurology
clinic by Dr. Jacewicz), and
November 17, 1999 (Neurology
Clinic by Physician Assistant
Fleener).

The neurology note dated
November 5, 1999, states that
this was an acute event that
occurred on October 31, 1999.
The diagnoses listed do NOT
include tenosynovitis.
Tenosynovitis is also not
listed as a diagnosis in your
VA record’s problem list.
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There is no radiographic
report stating tenosynovitis.
The working diagnosis in
November 1999 was brachial
plexopathy versus
polyradiculopathy. You were
treated with an agent
(tegretol) to address a nerve
issue. 

Per your medical records, you
did not have a diagnosis of
diabetes at that time. You
were not diagnosed with
diabetes until 2009, which was
manageable by diet and low
dose glipizide once diagnosed.
Therefore, the complaint from
1999 cannot be linked to
diabetes diagnosed 10 years
later. 

A hand-written clinic note from Nurse

Practitioner, Jane Windham, dated November 5, 1999,

indicates that the claimant presented with numbness in his

left thumb and tingling in his left fingers.  According to

Ms. Windham’s notes, the claimant awoke 5 days earlier with

left arm pain that shot down into his thumb.  It was

apparently this onset of symptoms that prompted a

neurosurgical investigation for brachial plexopathy as

referred to in Dr. Ryder’s August, 2012, letter.

On July 19, 2011, the clamant underwent a nerve

conduction study at the VA Neurosurgery clinic.  In the

Assessments/Findings portion of that study, Dr. Brent
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Kimball stated as follows:

Patient history Shawn R.
Branum is a 56-year-old left
hand dominant male referred
for electrodiagnostic (EDX)
assessment (nerve conduction
studies [NCS] and needle
electrode examination [NEE])
of the upper left extremities.
According to the patient, in
9/08 he developed episodic
hand numbness and tingling,
right > left, as well as hand
tingling precipitated by
driving, occurring
spontaneously while seated at
rest, and occurring at night.
He denied back pain.

Impression 1. Bilateral Median
Neuropathies (e.g.,carpal
tunnel syndrome) -The above
are demyelinating and axon
loss in nature, involve the
sensory and motor nerve
fibers, and are located at or
distal to the wrist (e.g.,
carpal tunnel syndrome).
Electrically, the
abnormalities are moderate-
severe in degree, right worse
than left. 

While Dr. Kimball diagnosed the claimant with

moderate to severe bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome (worse

on right), he failed to associate his “thumb locking” with

median neuropathy.  In addition, Dr. Kimball stated, “he has

no sensory problems and no motor issues or any picture

classic for CTS nevertheless will refer to prosthetics for
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wrist splints [secondary] to his persistence for some help

with popping???????”   

In a letter to the claimant dated July 11, 2012,

from Dr. Keith Novak with the Department of Veterans

Affairs, Dr. Novak stated:

On November 20, 2009, your
Primary Care Provider (PCP)
was changed to Ragan Johnson,
FNP. At that visit, your A1C
was slightly elevated at 7.2.
The treatment plan was for you
to have a trial of diet and
exercise to see if you could
get it down to an acceptable
range. You also received
diabetic teaching from her
nurse. During your visit in
February, 2010, your A1C
increased to 7.8. Therefore,
the decision was made to start
you on an oral hypoglycemic
medication called glipizide in
order to manage your diabetes.
In June 2010, your A1C had not
improved; you were not at goal
or within an acceptable range,
and your medication was
increased. In October 2010,
your A1c (sic) improved to
6.8. This level is well within
the goal. The American
Diabetes Association
recommends that the goal for
diabetes is to have the A1c
(sic) less than 7. The
decision was made to keep the
same dosage of mediation. Ever
since October 2010, your A1c
(sic) has remained at goal
(6.3 in April 2011, 6.1 in
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November 2011, and 6.4 in May
2012); therefore, no changes
were made in your medication.
Although some of your glucose
readings have recorded as
“high” on the lab reports,
these were not considered high
because the lab result is only
accurate for fasting glucose
levels. You have never been on
the medication Insulin because
your diabetes has been under
excellent control with the
oral hypoglycemic medication.

In addition, on that same date Dr. Ernest B. Lowe,

Jr., an orthopedic surgeon with the Department of Veterans

Affairs, drafted a letter to the clamant, which states, in

relevant part, as follows:

Mr. Branum was referred to
Orthopedics by Neurosurgery.
He presented with a chief
complaint of a long history of
work related hand pain.
Symptoms described are not
carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS),
or diabetic. 

Physical examination revealed
mild catching of the right
thumb flexor tendon, negative
Tinels, and palpable nodule,
flexor tendon, right thumb
(non-dominant). 

Impression: Trigger finger
mild (no Carpal tunnel).

The claimant testified that he continues under the

care of VA physicians for his hand complaints.  The claimant
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further testified that he is currently working for the

respondent-employer performing the same job activities that

he performed at the time of his alleged injury.  In

addition, the claimant affirmed that his current production

rate is better than it has ever been.  Upon cross-

examination, the claimant added specific details to his

work-activities as follows:

Q. Okay. And just real
briefly, as far as your
employment duties go, Mr.
Branum, you testified earlier
that you’re hammering eight
hours a day?

A. Mostly.

Q. Okay. That’s not what you
said. You said you hammer
eight hours throughout the
day. You don’t hammer all day
long, do you?

A. Not all day long, but it’s
an all-day-long job.

...

Q. ... The only question is as
far as your job activities go,
that when you get there you
set up these plates; is that
correct?

A. You set the board on the
table, then, you go get the
metal and put the metal into
the grooves in the board.

Q. And there’s like three
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processes and the second
process after you’ve got the
knives in the board, that’s
when you do the hammering; is
that correct?

A. That is correct.

Q. Okay. All right. And then,
after you do the hammering,
you put the adhesive around
these knives; is that correct?

A. Only if we’re required on
the corking. If we’re not
required to do the corking,
no, that’s not - - that is
given to another person to do.

...

Q. Okay. All right. So,
there’s like almost - -
there’s essentially three main
processes involved in your
job: is that fair to say?

A. There’s three main
processes. 

In further testimony the claimant admitted that

there are other activities, such as molding and corking,

that occur between hammering.  The claimant further agreed

these activities can take up to thirty minutes.

With regard to medical issues, the claimant agreed

that he had no medical reports that stated within a degree

of medical certainty that his trigger thumb is directly

related to his work activities.
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Also to testify at the hearing before the

Commission was engraving manager for the respondent-

employer, Jimmy Yancey.  According to Mr. Yancey, upon

learning of the claimant’s alleged injury, he offered the

claimant a lateral position as a machine specialist in

another department “to keep from aggravating that injury.” 

Mr. Yancey stated that the claimant declined his offer,

saying that “he felt like he’d be okay.”  Mr. Yancey agreed

that he made this offer approximately a year-and-a-half to

two years prior to the hearing.  The claimant denied that

Mr. Yancey had ever offered him a lateral move.  Further,

Mr. Yancey affirmed that the claimant does not hammer a full

eight hours per day, and that the claimant is engaged in

different activities between hammering.

Upon examination by the court, Mr. Yancey

specified that the claimant is a “steel rule maker.”  Mr.

Yancey explained the three components of the claimant’s job

as follows:

The first component - - after
they put the board on the
table, the first component is
to make sure that the steel
rule that is bent for the job
will fit. 

...
They have a paper copy of it,
and they will go through and
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bend it. If it will not fit
the wood they use that paper
copy and they’ll make
adjustments to it to fit in
the wood.

Mr. Yancey testified that this activity takes

between 30 seconds and 15 minutes, depending on the

intricacy of the rule: the number of bends it has and the

size of the bends. 

The second component, according to Mr. Yancey, is

placing the rule over the area that has been cut out by a

laser, then taking a rubber mallet and tapping it into

place.  Mr. Yancey stated that employees are given roughly

15 minutes to complete this activity if it involves one

card.  In describing the third component, Mr. Yancey stated:

The third component would be
after they get all the rule in
is taking that rubber,
injection rubber, and placing
it. It’s kind of a peel and
stick. It’s got adhesive on
the back. They peel the paper
off of it, and they put that
around the board. We have
cutters that our corkers use
to cut the rubber and some of
them will stretch the rubber
out, lay it over the rule and
hit it with a mallet to cut
the rubber off. 

Mr. Yancey agreed that this process is repeated

throughout the day, and he estimated that it takes an hour-
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and-a-half to two hours to complete one board.  However, Mr.

Yancey added that a “straight rule” board can be completed

in as little as 15 minutes.  Mr. Yancey confirmed that his

employees do not have a production quota.  Rather, he stated

that employees are “more-or-less” rated by their peers, in

that if they are doing less work than their peers, they are

confronted.  Mr. Yancey confirmed, however, that when he

came to the claimant’s department in 2009, he initiated a

standard of one card to be completed every 15 minutes.  Mr.

Yancey stated that he eventually dropped that standard.

Act 796 recognizes certain specified exceptions to

the general limitation of compensable injuries to those

injuries which are caused by specific incident and which are

identifiable by time and place of occurrence.  These

exceptions are set forth in Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-

102(4)(A)(ii) through § 11-9-102(4)(A)(vi)(Repl. 2002). 

Claims for injuries caused by rapid repetitive motion, for

back injuries, and for hearing loss are excepted in Ark.

Code Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(A)(ii).

To satisfy the definitional requirements for

injuries falling under Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(A)(ii),

the claimant still must prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that he sustained internal or external damage to
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the body as the result of an injury that arose out of and in

the course of employment, and the employee still must

establish the compensability of the claim with medical

evidence, supported by objective findings.  However, in

addition to these requirements, if the injury falls under

one of the exceptions enumerated under Ark. Code Ann. § 11-

9-102(4)(A)(ii), the "resultant condition is compensable

only if the alleged compensable injury is the major cause of

the disability or need for treatment."  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-

9-102(4)(E)(ii)(Repl. 2002).  “Major cause” is defined as

more than fifty percent (50%) of the cause, and a finding of

major cause shall be established according to the

preponderance of the evidence.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(14)(A) (Supp. 2005); see,  Pollard v. Meridian

Aggregates, 88 Ark. App. 1, 193 S.W.3d 738 (2004).

The standard set out in Malone v. Texarkana Pub.

Schs., 333 Ark. 343, 969 S.W.2d 644 (1988), for analyzing

whether an injury is caused by rapid repetitive motion, is a

two-pronged test: (1) the tasks must be repetitive, and (2)

the repetitive motion must be rapid.  As a threshold issue,

the tasks must be repetitive, or the rapidity element is not

reached.  Westside High School v. Patterson, 79 Ark. App.

281, 86 S.W.3d 412 (2002).  Arguably, even repetitive tasks
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and rapid work, standing alone, do not satisfy the

definition; the repetitive tasks must be completed rapidly. 

Westside High School, supra.  The issue of whether an injury

meets the rapid repetitive motion requirement will

ordinarily be a question of fact, not one of law.  However,

although a question of fact, the Commission must apply the

appropriate law to the evidence to reach a conclusion. 

Westside High School, supra; Malone, supra.  The Arkansas

Supreme Court in Malone, supra, explained that because the

legislature had not established guidelines necessary to the

determination of what constitutes “rapid and repetitive

motion,” that determination is made on a case-by-case basis. 

With regard to gradual onset injuries other than

carpal tunnel syndrome, however, the Court has given the

Commission some guidance in analyzing rapid repetitive

claims.  In Baysinger v. Air Systems, Inc., 55 Ark. 174, 934

S.W.2d 230 (1996), for example, the Court held that multiple

tasks may be considered together in determining whether the

repetitive requirement has been met.  Likewise, in Kildow v.

Baldwin Piano and Organ, 58 Ark. App. 194, 948 S.W.2d 100

(1997), the Court held that the ordinary meaning of rapid

means swift or quick. 

In determining whether a worker’s injury was the
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result of repetitive and rapid motion, the appellate courts

have required some showing of how rapidly the repetitive

actions were performed. See, Hapney v. Rheem Mfg. Co., 342

Ark. 11, 26 S.W.3d 777 (2000).  In Lay v. United Parcel

Service, 58 Ark. App. 35, 944 S.W.2d 867 (1997), the Court

of Appeals declined to find work duties satisfied the

definition of rapid repetitive motion when the duties or

tasks were separated by periods of several minutes or more. 

However, in Hapney, id., the Commission's denial of benefits

was reversed where movements were repeated every twenty

seconds.  In Parker v. Atlantic Research Corp., 87 Ark. App.

145, 189 S.W.3d 449 (2004), considering the multiple tasks

that the claimant was required to perform at high volume and

with quick and fast movements in a repetitive nature over

the course of a sometimes ten-to-twelve hour shift, six to

seven days a week, there was substantial evidence to support

the Commission's finding that appellant's job duties

required rapid repetitive motion.  Further, in High Capacity

Prods. v. Moore, 61 Ark. App. 1, 962 S.W.2d 831 (1998),

movements repeated every fifteen seconds were found to be

sufficiently "rapid".  Finally, in Boyd v. Dana Corp., 62

Ark. App. 78, 966 S.W.2d 946 (1998), a series of repetitive

motions performed 115 to 120 times per day separated by
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periods of only 1.5 minutes, constituted rapid motion within

the meaning of the statute.

In Boyd, the Court of Appeals compared the duties

of a worker who repeated a four-step metal fabricating

process approximately 100 to 125 times per shift to the

duties of a delivery man whose repetitive motions were

separated by intervals of several minutes.  In comparing

these two situations, the Court of Appeals in Boyd found

that the metal fabricating process involving 100 to 125

parts per hour was sufficiently rapid and repetitive to

satisfy the requirements of Act 796 of 1993. 

In McDonald v. Tyson Foods, Inc., Full Commission

Opinion, June 3, 1999 (Claim No. E713336), however, the

claimant failed to satisfy the elements of proof for a

gradual onset injury.  In McDonald, the claimant’s

physicians opined that her work was conducive to or was

sufficient to account for the claimant’s clinical findings. 

However, this was insufficient to make a finding that the

claimant had satisfied the rapid repetitive motion element

of proof necessary to prove the compensability of her claim

in that the claimant failed to satisfy her burden of proof

where there was no evidence with regard to the rate of speed

within which the claimant performed the tasks of lifting the
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belts on the machine which she contended was the repetitive

task responsible for her injury. 

The Commission has a duty to translate the

evidence on all the issues before it into findings of fact. 

Stone v. Dollar General Stores, 91 Ark. App. 260, 209 S.W.3d

445 (2005); Weldon v. Pierce Bros. Const. Co., 54 Ark. App.

344, 925 S.W.2d 179 (1996).  Moreover, the Commission has

the authority to resolve conflicting evidence and this

extends to medical testimony.  Foxx v. American Transp., 54

Ark. App. 115, 924 S.W.2d 814 (1996).  The Commission has

the duty of weighing the medical evidence as it does any

other evidence, and the resolution of any conflicting

medical evidence is a question of fact for the Commission to

resolve.  Emerson Electric v. Gaston, 75 Ark. App. 232, 58

S.W.3d 848 (2001); CDI Contractors McHale, 41 Ark. App. 57,

848 S.W.2d 941 (1993); McClain v. Texaco, Inc., 29 Ark. App.

218, 780 S.W.2d 34 (1989).

Medical opinions addressing compensability must be

stated within a reasonable degree of medical certainty. 

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(16)(B).  Where a medical opinion is

sufficiently clear to remove any reason for the trier of

fact to have to guess at the cause of the injury, that

opinion is stated within a reasonable degree of medical
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certainty.  Huffy Service First v. Ledbetter, 76 Ark. App.

533, 69 S.W.3d 449 (2002), citing, Howell v. Scroll

Technologies, 343 Ark. 297, 35 S.W.3d 800 (2001). 

The claimant alleges that he sustained a

compensable gradual-onset injury which manifested sometime

in 2008.  At that time, the claimant had worked for

approximately three years as a steel rule maker for the

respondent-employer.  The Administrative Law Judge found, in

part, that the claimant had met his burden of proving

compensability of his alleged injury because 1) competent

and credible testimony in the record reflects the rapid and

repetitive motion activities performed by the claimant, 2) a

production standard was implemented prior to 2009, and 3)

the claimant has essentially performed the same work

activities for the respondent-employer since commencing his

employment in 1995.  We find that this is not only a

misstatement of the facts, but it is a misapplication of the

law for several reasons, not the least being that the

claimant has failed to prove that his work-related

activities were rapid and repetitive.

First, we note that there is simply no evidence

that the claimant has preformed the same work activities

since 1995.  Rather, the record focuses on the claimant’s
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work-related activities since 2005, when he became a machine

specialist, or more accurately according to Mr. Yancey, a

steel rule maker.  According to the testimony of the

claimant, as later confirmed by Mr. Yancey, the claimant’s

daily work-activities as a steel rule maker involved

essentially a three-phase process.  And, while hammering was

definitely a part of this activity, the record fails to

establish that it was an “all-day-long” activity, as the

claimant had first alleged.  Rather, the weight of the

credible evidence demonstrates that the claimant engaged in

other activities throughout the course of his work-day, to

include set-up activities and peeling the adhesive backing

off of rubber.  Further, while Mr. Yancey stated that when

he moved to the claimant’s department in 2008, he initiated

a “standard” by which employees were expected to produce one

card every fifteen minutes, he admitted that this standard

was no longer used.  He further stated that the average time

for the production of an entire board was between one-and-a-

half to two hours.  As for each individual activity, Mr.

Yancey estimated that the first component, that of ensuring

that the steel rule fits, takes roughly 30 seconds to 15

minutes, depending on the intricacy of the rule.  According

to the claimant, this activity requires using a hammer and
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cutter to straighten the metal “to the point of that it

matches.”  After this, the claimant admitted that he lays

his hammer down in order to begin the second phase or

component of the process, that of placing the rule over the

area that has been cut out by a laser.  It is after this

activity is completed that a rubber mallet is used to tap

the rule into place.  Mr. Yancey credibly testified that

this second phase or component of the process generally

takes approximately 15 minutes.  Finally, Mr. Yancey

testified that the third component involves peeling adhesive

off of the back of rubber, which sometimes requires the use

of a cutter, and that it often involves stretching the

rubber out over the rule.  Mr. Yancey explained that mallets

are sometimes used to cut the rubber off of the rule once

placement is achieved by tapping the edges of the rubber

with the mallet. 

Because the evidence, including the claimant’s own

testimony, preponderates against the claimant “hammering all

day long,” as he had first alleged, we find that this

activity, standing alone, is insufficient to meet the

requirements of rapid and repetitive motion as defined by

our courts.  This, especially in view of the fact that the

record is unclear as to precisely what percentage of the
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claimant’s work-time is devoted to this activity.  In other

words, the claimant has failed to present evidence of the

frequency and duration of this activity.  Therefore, an

accurate assessment of the repetitiveness and the rapidity

of this activity can not be ascertained from the record.   

Further, although repetitive in the sense that a

certain process is repeated with each new project, we find

that the weight of the evidence fails to establish that the

claimant’s work activities combined are rapid and repetitive

as is applicable to our workers’ compensation statute.  This

is especially true in view of the fact that the record is

devoid of evidence as to the frequency and duration of any

certain activity, which by all credible accounts, appears to

differ from one project to another.  Therefore, while the

general procedure for producing each board is fairly well

described in terms of the overall process, the record is

ambiguous as to the exactness of the activities involved in

producing each board, evidently because of the variations of

intricacy involved.  Inasmuch as the claimant has failed to

provide proof of the frequency and duration of his daily

work activities, we cannot accurately analyze whether any

given activity performed by the claimant is swift or quick,

nor can we accurately assess whether these activities
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combined meet the requirements of rapid and repetitive

movement.  Further, while the production process described

herein clearly involves differing designs, some of which are

intricate in detail, fair minded persons could assume that

the type of hammering that the claimant does is not

comparative to the type of hammering that perhaps a

construction worker does.  In fact, Mr. Yancey described the

claimant’s hammering activity as more of “tapping” with a

mallet, as opposed to hammering with a claw hammer.

Based upon the above and foregoing, the claimant

has provided insufficient evidence to establish that his

work activities were rapid and repetitive, in that the

claimant has failed to provide adequate and sufficient proof

as to the rate of speed within which he performed the tasks

of hammering and cutting, or the frequency and duration of

these activities which he contends were the repetitive tasks

responsible for his injury.  This conclusion is reinforced

by evidence indicating that there were substantial intervals

of time between these activities, depending on the intricacy

of each design involved.  Moreover, there was no evidence

presented to demonstrate that the claimant’s activities were

strictly dictated by a production schedule.  Rather, the

record indicates that the claimant was allowed to work at
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his own pace as needed per design project with the only

production standard set being an informal system of peer

review.

Because the claimant has failed to prove that his

work activities were rapid and repetitive, which is an

essential element of compensability in his claim,

compensability of the claimant’s alleged trigger finger

injuries must be denied.

Even if the claimant had proven that his work

activities were rapid and repetitive, which he clearly

failed to do, the claimant has failed to show a causal

connection between his trigger finger condition and his work

activities.

Upon his physical examination of the claimant on

May 14, 2010, Dr. Fahey opined that, as a “simple matter of

fact,” the claimant’s symptoms were not work-related. 

Rather, he opined that the claimant’s condition was a result

of “poorly controlled” diabetes.  Dr. Fahey predicted that

once the claimant achieved “well controlled sugars” his

condition would improve.  However, Dr. Fahey left himself

room to amend his opinion pending a review of medical

records from the VA.

A review of medical records from the VA, however,
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only reinforced Dr. Fahey’s previous opinion that the

claimant’s condition was the result of diabetes, as opposed

to being work related.  More specifically, in his April 12,

2011, chart note, Dr. Fahey stated that a review of lab

results containing the claimant’s blood glucose levels from

January 31, 2007, through October 29, 2010, showed elevated

levels of hemoglobin A1 C “in every instance.”  “[M]ost

importantly,” he noted, a list of hemoglobin A1 C's showed

elevated hemoglobin levels well above normal range: the most

recent being from October 29, 2010.  In conclusion, Dr.

Fahey stated:

These results confirm my
opinion that he is a poorly
controlled diabetic (whether
insulin controlled or
noninsulin controlled is
entirely moot). Because of his
poorly controlled diabetes,
and in light of the multiple
areas of tenosynovitis, it
continues to be my impression
that these are not work
related condition, rather
these are associated with his
diabetes ... .

The claimant asserts that letters from various

health officials with the VA discredit Dr. Fahey’s opinion. 

We find just the opposite, in that these letters tend to

support rather than contradict Dr. Fahey’s opinion.  For

example, Dr. Ryder’s August 7, 2012, letter demonstrates
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that on November 5, 1999, the claimant was treated for an

acute event, which she added failed to include a diagnosis

of tenosynovitis.  Rather, the “working diagnosis”

associated with that treatment was “brachial plexopathy.” 

However, she continues by confirming that the claimant was

diagnosed with diabetes in 2009, which correlates with the

claimant’s reported onset of hand symptoms.  Therefore,

while Dr. Ryder confirmed that the claimant was not

diagnosed with tenosynovitis in 1999, she failed to confirm

that he was not diagnosed with this condition afterwards. 

Rather, she affirmed that the claimant was diagnosed with

diabetes at or around the same time that he began to develop

hand problems.  Further, Dr. Ryder affirmed that the

claimant’s diabetes was manageable by diet and low dose

Glipizide.

However, statements made by Dr. Novak support Dr.

Fahey’s conclusion that the claimant failed to manage his

diabetes with diet and medications.  More specifically, in

his letter to the claimant of July 11, 2012, Dr. Novak

stated that on November 20, 2009, the claimant’s A1 C was

slightly elevated at 7.2.  “The treatment plan,” he

continued, “was for you to have a trial of diet and exercise

to see if you could get it down to an acceptable range. You
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also received diabetic teaching from her nurse.”  However,

during the claimant’s February, 2010, follow-up visit with

his FNP, his A1 C level had increased to 7.8.  “Therefore,”

stated Dr. Novak, “the decision was made to start you on an

oral hypoglycemic medication called glipizide in order to

manage your diabetes.”  However, in June of 2010, the

claimant’s A1 C levels had still not improved, and he was

“not at goal or within an acceptable range.”  Therefore, his

medication was increased.  The claimant’s A1 C finally

improved to 6.8. in October, 2010, which Dr. Novak stated

was “well within the goal.”  And while Dr. Novak later

stated that the claimant’s A1 C had remained at goal since

October of 2010, he then contradicted himself by stating,

“You have never been on the medication Insulin because your

diabetes has been under excellent control with the oral

hypoglycemic medication.”

We note that while Dr. Novak stated that the

American Diabetes Association recommends that the goal for

diabetes is to have the A1 C level less than 7, he noted

that the claimant’s A1 C levels were  “not at goal or within

an acceptable range” until October of 2010.  

Notwithstanding that Dr. Fahey made no comment about

acceptable A1 C levels according to American Diabetes
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Association recommendations, his statements do not conflict

with Dr. Novak’s regarding the fact that the claimant’s A1 C

levels were elevated during the time in question.  Moreover,

we find Dr. Fahey’s April, 2010, opinion that the claimant

had “poorly controlled diabetes,” regardless of the type or

severity of that diabetes, was consistent with medical

reports from the VA, to include Dr. Novak’s summery of

medical treatment that the claimant received for this

condition. 

Further, we find that the results of the

claimant’s July 19, 2011, nerve conduction study and his

assessment by Dr. Lowe are somewhat useful in that they both

confirm a finding of trigger finger.  However, we find them

to be conflicting with regard to the claimant’s carpal

tunnel issue, which is not an issue in this claim.  And

while Dr. Lowe stated that the claimant’s described symptoms

were neither the result of carpal tunnel syndrome nor

diabetes, he failed to to state within a reasonable degree

of medical certainty that these symptoms were the result of

a work-related activity.  In fact, notwithstanding that some

of the claimant’s treating VA physicians have included

subjective reports from the claimant that his symptoms were

a result of his work-related activities, none have stated
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within a reasonable degree of medical certainty that his

trigger finger conditions are the result of these

activities.  Therefore, we assign more probative value to

the opinion of Dr. Fahey, who stated without equivocation

that the claimant’s finger trigger condition was the result

of diabetes, as opposed to being work-related.  This opinion

is supported by the fact that since the claimant’s diabetes

was brought under control, he has seen an increase in

productivity at his job, of which he stated that as long as

his present job duties remain unchanged he has “no

complaints.”

Based upon the above and foregoing, we find that

the claimant has failed to prove that his trigger fingers

condition is causally related to his work activities. 

Rather, the weight of the credible evidence shows that this

condition is more likely than not the result of the

claimant’s diabetes, which was not diagnosed until 2009,

well after this condition allegedly developed.  In addition,

the weight of the credible evidence reveals that the

claimant’s diabetes, regardless of the type, was either

uncontrolled, or at the very least poorly controlled, during

the remainder of the time in question.

Therefore, having failed to prove either that his
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work-related activities were rapid and repetitive, or that

there is a casual connection between his work activities and

his trigger finger condition, we find that the claimant has

failed to prove the compensability of his claim.  

Compensability is therefore  denied along with all

associated medical treatment that the claimant.  Received

from the VA or otherwise, with the exception of the

treatment he received in 2010 from Dr. Fahey.   Therefore,

the decision of the Administrative Law Judge is hereby

reversed.    

                               
                         A. WATSON BELL, Chairman

                                
               KAREN H. McKINNEY, Commissioner

Commissioner Hood dissents.

DISSENTING OPINION

After my de novo review of the entire record,

I must respectfully dissent from the majority opinion. 

I find that the pro se claimant has proven by a

preponderance of the evidence that he sustained a

gradual onset injury within the course and scope of his

employment as a result of rapid and repetitive work
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tasks, and that he is entitled to medical benefits.  I

find that his work satisfied the requirements for rapid

and repetitive movement and that there is a causal

relationship between his work and his bilateral trigger

finger diagnoses.  I also find that the claimant proved

that he has compensable carpal tunnel syndrome for which

he is entitled to medical benefits.

          In order to prevail upon a claim for a

compensable injury, which is not a specific incident

identifiable by place and time of occurrence, the

claimant must prove by a preponderance of the evidence

that he sustained an injury causing internal or external

harm to the body which arose of out of and in the course

of their employment and which required medical services

or resulted in disability or death, and that it was

caused by rapid repetitive motion.  Carpal tunnel

syndrome satisfies this requirement.  Ark. Code Ann. 11-

9-102(4)(A)(ii)(a).  In addition, the claimant must

prove by a preponderance of the evidence that the injury

was the major cause of the disability or need for

treatment.  Ark. Code Ann. Sec. 11-9-102(4)(E)(ii). 

Finally, the claimant must establish a compensable

injury by medical evidence supported by objective
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findings.  Ark. Code Ann. Sec. 11-9-102(4)(D). 

There is no question that the claimant was

performing employment services, preparing the boards,

when he developed hand symptoms, which required

treatment, or that trigger finger syndrome and carpal

tunnel syndrome were established by medical evidence

supported by objective findings.  The trigger finger

syndrome is evidenced by involuntary drawing of the

affected fingers, which was observed by most, if not

all, of the physicians who examined him.  The carpal

tunnel syndrome is evidenced by a positive NCS/EMG test. 

For the carpal tunnel syndrome, the only question is

causation.  For the trigger finger syndrome, we are left

with the issue of rapid repetitive motion and major

cause.

RAPID REPETITIVE MOTION

The standard set out in Malone v. Texarkana

Pub. Schs., 333 Ark. 343, 969 S.W.2d 644 (1988), for

analyzing whether an injury is caused by rapid

repetitive motion, is a two-pronged test: (1) the tasks

must be repetitive, and (2) the repetitive motion must

be rapid.  As a threshold issue, the tasks must be

repetitive, or the rapidity element is not reached. 
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Westside High School v. Patterson, 79 Ark. App. 281, 86

S.W.3d 412 (2002). Arguably, even repetitive tasks and

rapid work, standing alone, do not satisfy the

definition; the repetitive tasks must be completed

rapidly.  Westside High School, supra.

When problems with his thumb and stiffness in his

fingers developed in 2008, the claimant was “hammering

mostly,”  using a mallet and a cutter.  He had been

doing that job since May 2005.  His job entailed

hammering to straighten a piece of metal to match a

drawing, and then to hammer the metal once it matched. 

Depending upon the job, the hammering might take a

little time or a lot of time, but each job required

hammering.  He hammered almost continuously.  He had the

same job since 2005.  

Jimmy Yancey, a manager with the respondent-

employer, testified that the first step of the

claimant’s job is to make sure that the steel rule that

is bent for the job will fit on the board.  He had a

paper copy of the rule, and he would bend the rule to

match the paper copy.  If it will not fit the wood, he

would make adjustments to it.  Sometimes this would take

thirty seconds, and sometimes it would take fifteen
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minutes.  The second component would be placing the rule

over the area that is cut out by the laser and using the

rubber mallet to tap the rule into place.  Employees

have fifteen minutes to complete this step.  The third

step is corking, which is to put the injection rubber on

the board.  A paper covering of the adhesive is pulled

off the rubber, and it is placed around the board.  The

corkers cut the rubber and stretch it out over the rule

and use the mallet to cut the rubber.  This process is

repeated all shift long.  A whole board would take one-

and-a-half to two hours.  The claimant would do all

those steps.  If the board was very simple with a

straight rule, then it could be performed in fifteen

minutes. 

The claimant stated that there were

interruptions in the hammering in which he set up the

board and sometimes corked, and that the process of

corking was “a very small thing.”  There was very little

time between hammering.  It did not take thirty minutes

to set up a board.  He stated that “the main part of the

job is repetitive, it’s continuous, and it’s a long time

to do it.” 

Yancey also testified that he currently used a
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standard of fifteen minutes to complete a card.  He

clarified that there was no quota, because he had done

away with it in 2009.  That quota had been fifteen

minutes to complete a card, and currently, he used it as

a standard to compare workers.  If someone’s average was

lower, then he could “confront them” to find out why.

The testimony is then that the claimant had to

complete a card within fifteen minutes to avoid a

confrontation with his supervisor.  This time was spent

hammering.  The claimant credibly testified that he

could quickly set up a card using his hands and tools to

shape a piece of metal, then hammer it into a board,

then quickly cork it, and that he spent the majority of

his time hammering.  Yancey testified that they had to

meet a standard. 

The evidence supports a finding that the

claimant was required to perform multiple tasks at high

volume and with quick and fast movements in a repetitive

nature over the course of an eight-hour shift.  See

Parker v. Atlantic Research Corp., 87 Ark. App. 145, 189

S.W.3d 449 (2004).  The claimant performed three sets of

the same motions on average six times a day.  Each set

was hand intensive, and the claimant’s performance was
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judged according to a time standard.  The first set

required the same movements for up to fifteen minutes,

using a tool to bend a piece of metal.  The second set

required hammering of the metal into a piece of wood,

for up to fifteen minutes.  Then the corking activity

occurred, which was brief.  Then the process was

repeated.  The claimant testified that the majority of

his time was spent hammering.  The claimant’s movements

were interrupted by brief breaks.  See Boyd v. Dana

Corp., 62 Ark. App. 78, 966 S.W.2d 946 (1998)(repetitive

motions performed one hundred to one hundred twenty five

times per shift, separated by intervals of one-and-one-

half minutes, satisfied the requirements of rapid and

repetitive motion, as compared to the repetitive motions

of a delivery man whose motions were separated by

intervals of several minutes or more which was

insufficient to satisfy the act).  The claimant has

shown that his work was rapid and repetitive.

CAUSATION

The claimant credibly testified that, prior to

2008, he had not had the symptoms for which he is

currently seeking benefits.  The medical records show

that he has a history of chronic facial pain, due to
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trigeminal neuralgia, dating back to the late 1980s,

which Dr. Sorenson of the VA stated was unrelated to his

2009 diagnosis of diabetes.  The claimant saw a

physician once in 1999 for left arm and hand pain.  At

that time, he had a NCV/EMG test which was normal.  Dr.

Ryder, with the VA, stated that this was an acute event

and that it could not be linked to his diabetes

diagnosis in 2009.  The claimant also testified that

this was a one-time event, and consistent with his

testimony, there is no further mention of arm or hand

pain in the record, until May 14, 2010, when the

claimant was seen by Dr. Fahey.  The claimant had been

seen regularly by the VA hospital physicians, including

neurologists for his facial pain, without mention of

hand pain until after May 2010.  This is consistent with

his testimony and his history given to physicians as

seen in the medical records that he did not develop the

pain until after he had worked for the respondent-

employer for about 13 years, in about 2008 and that, at

first, it was not significant enough to be a concern. 

He received some physical therapy at work, and the

injury was later officially reported in 2009.  The

claimant testified that the respondent-employer sent him
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to Dr. Fahey, who saw him once and did not provide any

treatment.

The medical records show that on May 14, 2010,

the claimant was seen by Dr. Fahey, for symptoms in his

right thumb and index finger.  The doctor wrote:

This is a 55 year old male left hand
dominant, works as a dye [sic] maker. 
Notes that he has multiple areas of
pathology, but is here primarily to talk
to me about his fingers and his hands. 
He has bilateral hand numbness and
tingling, worse in the thumb, index and
long finger.  He also triggers fingers on
both hands at least two on each hand. 
Furthermore, he also has trigeminal
neuralgia.  He is a former member of the
United States Armed Forces.  When he
retired, they “gave me a partial
settlement because of an abnormality on a
nerve test” although he says he has no
actual carpal tunnel syndrome.  Never
complained of anything.  He says that he
had no symptoms until June of 2009.   He
has been working for American Greetings
for a total of 15 years, starting shortly
after he retired from the military.  He
says symptoms probably began around
September 2008 insidiously and did not
think much of it until June of 2009. 
Does not recall any distinct injuries. 
Does have diabetes.  Does not control his
diabetes at all.  He kind of looks at me
cross-eyed when I ask him what his sugar
last was, when did he check it, what his
A1C is, any kind of question like that he
does not know the answer.  He says he
goes to the VA and “they do not give him
very good care.”   He says he has
numbness and tingling in both hands.  It
wakes him up at night.  He is triggering
particularly in his left thumb and middle
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finger.  Does not have thyroid disease. 
Has “some kind of arthritis.”  He has not
had a nerve test since 1997.  He has done
some therapy at the plant.  He has had no
other treatment.

I note that the very next line of the record

is that the claimant is right hand dominant, which

contradicts the very first line of the report.  On

examination, Dr. Fahey observed:

He is triggering on the four previously
mentioned digits.  He has Tinel sign on
the right but borderline on the left. 
Carpal tunnel compression test is
negative bilaterally.  Phalen sign
positive/positive.  Finkelstein sign
negative/positive.  Sudomotor changes
negative/negative.  Dystrophic changes
negative/negative.  Atrophic changes
negative/negative. Sensation is decreased
in both median nerve distributions.  No
atrophy or dystrophy.  Thenar’s are
functioning as well.

Dr. Fahey’s assessment was poorly controlled

diabetes and bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome, bilateral

thumb and middle finger triggering fingers and left de

Quervain’s tenosynovitis. He stated:

It is my opinion that these are not work
related conditions.  I think these are
conditions caused by his diabetes.  My
rationale: 1) We know he had abnormal
nerve test prior to his initiation of his
employment with American Greeting.  2) He
has had multiple problems onset
simultaneous that is not consistent with
work related exposure rather it is
consistent with underlying metabolic
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condition, such as diabetes. 
Furthermore, 3) diabetes is the number 1
cause of these conditions. 

Dr. Fahey stated that controlling the

claimant’s blood sugar would improve his symptoms.  He

said that if the claimant could show that his blood

sugar had been under control, then he might change his

mind.  He planned to issue the claimant bilateral thumb

spica braces, prescribed Naprosyn, explained a home

therapy program, and released him to full duty.

On April 12, 2011, Dr. Fahey wrote that he

reviewed some medical records which showed hemoglobin A1

test results spanning from January 31, 2007 to October

29, 2010 which were all elevated.  He stated that the

normal level is less than or equal to 6.4, and on June

4, 2010 it was 7.8 and on October 29, 2010 it was 6.8. 

He stated that this meant that the claimant was a poorly

controlled diabetic.  He wrote:

Because of his poorly controlled
diabetes, and in light of the multiple
areas of tenosynovitis, it continues to
be my impression that these are not work
related condition, rather these are
associated with his diabetes...  Arkansas
law requires more than 50% likelihood for
a condition to be covered, which is not
the case for Mr. Branum (in my
professional medical profession).

In contrast to Dr. Fahey’s opinion, there
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is no documentation of a positive NCV/EMG test in the

record, prior to July 19, 2011.  There are two military

evaluations outlining the claimant’s physical issues,

one from 1997 and one from June 2009, neither of which

mention a positive NCV/EMG test, carpal tunnel syndrome

or any hand issues.  The claimant did receive certain

compensation from the military for other issues, but not

for arm or hand issues.  Thus, the onset of nerve issues

in his arms and hands did not predate his employment.  

Dr. Fahey focused heavily on the claimant’s

diabetes.  This was diagnosed in March 2009.  While Dr.

Fahey stated that his diabetes was uncontrolled, Dr.

Novak, a physician with the VA, stated that his diabetes

was under “excellent control.”  He wrote, in a letter

reviewing his diabetes treatment at the VA, that a trial

of diet and exercise alone was insufficient to reach the

goal of an A1C of less than 7 as defined by the American

Diabetic Association.  Therefore a trial of glipizide,

an oral hypoglycemic medication, was instituted in June

2010.  In October 2010, his A1C was at 6.8, which was

well within the goal.  Since that time, his A1C had

remained within the goal, so no further changes were

made to his medications.  Glucose readings in some lab
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reports were “high,” however, these were performed when

the claimant had not been fasting and therefore were not

accurate.  He had never been on insulin, because his

diabetes was under “excellent control” with the

glipizide.

Thus, Dr. Fahey’s opinion is based upon a

standard much more severe than that issued by the

American Diabetic Association and than that used by the

Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center.  I find

that the VA physicians who have followed the claimant

since the 1990s and who have detailed his history, his

symptoms, and his treatment over many visits are more

credible than the opinion of a physician who saw the

claimant once and who is an orthopedic specialist. 

Dr. Fahey diagnosed carpal tunnel syndrome. 

However, on July 19, 2011, Dr. Kimball evaluated the

claimant for hand issues.  An EMG/NCS was performed

which showed bilateral median neuropathies (carpal

tunnel syndrome).  Both Dr. Kimball and Dr. Sorenson did

not believe that his thumb locking up was secondary to

median neuropathy, because he had no sensory problems

and no motor issues and none of the classic signs of

carpal tunnel syndrome.  On October 5, 2011, the
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claimant presented to VA neurosurgery clinic.  Dr.

Phillips and Dr. Einhaus noted that he had popping in

his thumb, but he did not have classic symptoms of

carpal tunnel syndrome.  His Tinel’s was negative.  On

January 30, 2012, VA physician’s assistant, Brooks, saw

the claimant and diagnosed bilateral thumb trigger

finger.  He prescribed Naproxen and analgesic cream, two

types of thumb splints, and recommended a orthopedic

surgeon’s evaluation.   On March 15, 2011, the claimant

saw Dr. Lowe at the VA who wrote that the claimant had a

“long history of hand pain work related referred by

neurosurgery, symptoms described are not at all CTS,

diabetic.”  He diagnosed mild trigger finger and

instructed the claimant to continue using “gloves and

tape, etc.”  Dr. Lowe wrote about that visit, in a

record dated July 11, 2012.  He stated that the symptoms

with which the claimant presented on examination were

not of carpal tunnel syndrome or diabetes.  On physical

examination, he observed mild catching of the right

thumb flexor tendon, negative Tinels sign, and a

palpable nodule of the flexor tendon of the right thumb. 

I find that the opinions of five physicians

and one physicians assistant who consistently observed
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the absence of any signs and symptoms of carpal tunnel

syndrome that the claimant’s symptoms were not the

result of carpal tunnel syndrome are far more credible

that Dr. Fahey’s opinion that the claimant’s problems

were at least in part caused by carpal tunnel syndrome. 

No one else was able to produce signs of carpal tunnel

syndrome or de Quervain’s syndrome, and even his

compression test was negative.  The records show that

the claimant has carpal tunnel syndrome as documented by

the electrodiagnostic testing, but the symptoms for

which he requires treatment are related to the trigger

finger diagnosis.

The medical records show that the claimant had

bilateral trigger fingers in his thumb.  This is also

known as tenosynovitis.  Dr. Ryder, the VA hospital’s

Deputy Chief of Staff, noted in her letter of August 7,

2012 addressing his 1999 arm issue and his diabetes,

that there was no mention of tenosynovitis in the

claimant’s medical records.  There is no basis for Dr.

Fahey’s comment that the claimant had multiple areas of

tenosynovitis, unless he intended to convey that the

claimant had tenosynovitis in his thumbs, which he did. 

The fact that the claimant had trigger finger (which is
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stenosing tenosynovitis) in both hands is logically

explained by the fact that the claimant used both hands

in his job.  He did not have a global development of

tenosynovitis.  Perhaps Dr. Fahey meant that the

claimant had developed multiple areas of tenosynovitis,

because he diagnosed carpal tunnel syndrome, trigger

finger and de Quervain’s syndrome.  If so, “multiple

areas” is a grandiose term to use for wrist, fingers and

thumbs issues in a man who uses his hands intensively

eight hours a day, five days a week, and primarily

hammers during that time.

Dr. Fahey also stated that the claimant had

multiple problems with a simultaneous onset.  He had

trigeminal neuropathy, onset 1980s, which Dr. Sorenson

stated was unrelated to the claimant’s diagnosis of

diabetes.  He had a single acute episode of left arm

pain in 1999, which Dr. Ryder stated could not be

related to a diagnosis of diabetes ten years later.  He

had trigger finger symptoms which began in 2008 and

became troublesome enough to stop relying upon the

physical therapist at the respondent-employer and to

seek medical treatment in early 2009.  In March 2009, he

was diagnosed with diabetes.  Thus, there were no
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conditions which manifested themselves simultaneously. 

Again, Dr. Fahey’s opinion is unfounded.  

Dr. Fahey also based his opinion upon the fact

that diabetes is the number one cause of carpal tunnel

syndrome, trigger fingers and de Quervain’s

tenosynovitis.  The record establishes that the claimant

may have had carpal tunnel syndrome as shown by the

NCV/EMG test performed after Dr. Fahey’s evaluation, but

that his signs and symptoms were not consistent with a

diagnosis of carpal tunnel syndrome.  The record and the

opinions of all but one physician who has evaluated the

claimant show that the claimant only suffered from

trigger fingers.  There is no mention of de Quervain’s

tenosynovitis or tenosynovitis at all in the VA records. 

Also, the fact that there is sometimes  relationship

between diabetes and trigger finger does not mean that

there is not a relationship between rapid repetitive

movement and trigger finger.

Lastly, Dr. Fahey’s opinion is based upon a

faulty grasp of Arkansas law concerning causation. 

There are two causation issues in this claim.  First,

the claimant must prove that the injury arose out of and

in the course of his employment. Ark. Code Ann. 11-9-
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102(4)(A)(ii)(a).  His symptoms arose while he was

performing his job tasks, gradually increasing in

intensity.  He experienced some symptoms outside of

work, but consistently related his problems to the work

he performed.  His symptoms were improved by changes he

made to the way he performed his work, such as taping

his hands and using padding on his tools.  Thus, the

injury arose out of and in the course of work. 

Second, the claimant must prove by a

preponderance of the evidence that the injury was the

major cause of the disability or need for treatment. 

Ark. Code Ann. Sec. 11-9-102(4)(E)(ii).  Major cause

means more than fifty percent of the cause.  Ark. Code

Ann. Sec. 11-9-102(12).  

It is not exactly clear what Dr. Fahey

understood the standard to be, given that he explained

it as “more than 50% likelihood for a condition to be

covered.”  However, the standard is that the injury (the

trigger finger syndrome, or in Dr. Fahey’s opinion, the

carpal tunnel syndrome, the trigger finger syndrome and

the de Quervain’s syndrome) is more than fifty percent

of the cause of the disability or need for treatment.  

Dr. Fahey’s opinion is that, because the
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claimant had diabetes, his work could not be more than

50% of the cause of his injury.  He did not opine

whether his work was a factor in the development of the

claimant’s hand issues.  Dr. Fahey did not address the

fact that the claimant’s hand symptoms developed well

before his diagnosis of diabetes, or the fact that the

claimant did engage in hand-intensive work, in which he

used a mallet to hammer for the majority of his workday,

or the fact that the claimant’s symptoms were eased by

the use of padding of his tools, of splints and taping

of his hand and similar adjustments.  Dr. Fahey did not

have the benefit of the VA physicians’ explanations of

the relationship between his conditions and his

diabetes, or their examinations of his hands, or their

treatment of his diabetes, including the standards used

to measure his progress.

I do not credit Dr. Fahey’s opinion as to

causation.  I find that the record supports a finding

that the claimant’s work, which meets the definition of

rapid and repetitive motion, caused the claimant’s hand

condition, and that even if the diabetes was a factor in

the development of the condition, his work was more than

50% of the cause.  I base this upon the nature of his
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work, the timing of the onset of his symptoms, his

positive response to the conservative treatment offered

by the VA physicians, and the VA physician’s statement

that the claimant’s diabetes was under “excellent”

control.  If his diabetes was under “excellent” control,

then it was not the cause of his hand condition.

I would award the claimant medical benefits

for the treatment of his hands, his trigger finger

syndromes, and for his carpal tunnel syndrome.

For the foregoing reasons, I must respectfully

dissent from the majority opinion.

                                
                         PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


